
Nat’s “Sequels only” Trash Tossups
(Every answer in this packet is a movie that is not the first in its series.)

Tossups:

1. In one scene from this film, two identical twins were used to achieve an effect thought to be computer generated. This
film is often cited for its use of  the song “Bad to the Bone” by George Thorogood And The Destroyers, in which one of
the returning characters obtains a pair of sunglasses to better replicate their look from the previous film. The antagonist
of this film was thought to be defeated when they were frozen and shattered with liquid nitrogen, but was revived when
those shards melted and fused back together. A famous shot in this film features one of the central characters flashing a
“thumbs-up” while slowly descending into a vat of molten steel. For ten points, name this James Cameron directed
sequel featuring Arnold Schwarzenegger as the titular humanoid robot. ANSWER: Terminator 2: Judgment Day

2. In this film, it is revealed that the title character’s real name is Henry, and their chosen name is shared with that of the
family dog. The opening of this film follows the character in his youth speedrunning through backstory details, such as
the origin of a distinctive scar on his chin, his fear of snakes, and how he obtained the first of his iconic hats. That
younger version of the character was played by River Phoenix. Sean Connery plays that character’s father in this film,
despite only being 12 years older than the actor playing his son. For ten points, name this Spielberg film about the
search for the Holy Grail. ANSWER: Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

3. Chronologically, this film takes place between the sixth and seventh films in the series it belongs to, although it was the
third to be released. A character killed off in this film has their death retconned to be a murder instead of a racing
accident, then has their death retconned again and is revealed to have been alive all along. The lead up to that scene was
notably shot without a permit, and the studio paid a “fall guy” to spend the night in jail posing as the director. Strangely,
the characters introduced in this film are brought back in the ninth film of this franchise, despite their disconnection
with the rest of the series. Vin Diesel makes a cameo at the end of this film, the B-side of which is in the seventh film
released nine years later, which notably left the “fast” out of its title and only included the “furious.” For 10 points,
name this installment of the Fast and Furious Saga. ANSWER: Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift

4. This film was released in 2019, and concludes a trilogy begun by the director in 2000. In this film, the director reprises
his cameo role from that earlier film, where he bumped into the character David Dunn at a baseball game. Actor James
McAvoy is credited with 20 roles in this film, an increase from the eight roles he is credited with in the preceding film,
which was not marketed as a sequel but revealed to be connected when Bruce Willis appears in one of the final scenes.
The character Elijah Price provides the title of this film as a name he chooses for himself due to multiple bone breaks
over the course of his life. That character is played by Samuel L. Jackson. For 10 points, name this M. Night Shyamalan
film which follows Unbreakable and Split. ANSWER: Glass

5. Between scenes in this film, two of the characters have mysteriously switched clothes following a baseball game which
included the number “I don’t Dance.” Another song in this film has two separate renditions, one as a piano duet and one
as a rock ballad. That song was “You are the music in me.”  Another number in this film features what appears to be a
computer generated reflection of one of the main characters in a golf course pond. That character was Troy Bolton. For
ten points, name this Zac Efron and Vanessa Hudgens film about a group of high schoolers working at a country club
for the summer. ANSWER: High School Musical 2

6. One poster for this film shows a young girl in a red nightgown surrounded by inverted crosses. In one scene of this film,
the silhouette of a man slowly begins to take shape in the background as their voice is heard from off screen. The plot of
this film was heavily inspired by the case of the Enfield poltergeist, which allegedly tormented a single mother and her
four daughters, one of whom was once recorded speaking in the dead man’s voice. Two supernatural threats introduced
in this film were given their own spin-off movies. Those entities are known as The Crooked Man and a demon Valak,
who is also called “the Nun.”. For 10 points, name this James Wan film following Ed and Lorraine Warren investigating
a haunting in the UK. ANSWER: The Conjuring 2



7. In this film, a ballerina with a large tattoo on her bac-5k dances until she drops from exhaustion. Anjelica Huston stars
in this film as The Director, while Asia Kate Dillon stars as The Adjudicator. This film takes place minutes after the end
of the previous film, where the title character is hunted down after a one hour grace period following the killing on the
grounds of the Continental Hotel.  A sequence in this film has the title character slapping a horse to knock out his
assailants and then riding a horse through a motorcycle chase. Halle Berry’s character in this film has two dogs who
wear bulletproof vests.The subtitle to this film comes from a latin adage which is translated as “if you want peace,
prepare for war.” For ten points, name this third installment of a Keanu Reeves action series. ANSWER: John Wick:
Chapter 3 - Parabellum

8. A young girl in this film is kidnapped by her biological father who plans to harvest her heart and give it as a transplant
to her biological mother. When one character has their mouth and nose sealed with superglue, another character uses a
screwdriver to punch a hole into his cheek to create an airway for him to breathe through. A blind character in this film
is able to detect the locations of three people using the ripples their footsteps make in a pool of water and shoot them in
rapid succession. The primary goal of this film seems to be to make us all forget about the Turkey Baster scene from the
previous film. For ten points, name this sequel starring Stephen Lang as Norman the blind US Navy Seal veteran.
ANSWER: Don’t Breathe 2

9. A narrated sequence in this film shares many similarities to the story of Moses. This film is the first to star both Jackie
Chan and Michelle Yeoh since Supercop in 1992. A character in this film learns he is adopted, and appears surprised
despite him and his adoptive father being different species. The very end of this film reveals the character’s biological
father is alive, and voiced by Bryan Cranston. Gary Oldman voices Lord Shen in this film, who is a particularly troubled
Peacock prince. Angelina Jolie, Seth Rogen, Dustin Hoffman, and Lucy Liu all return to their roles for this film. For ten
points, name this dreamworks film starring Jack Black as the title character named Po. ANSWER: Kung Fu Panda 2

10. Neil and Adrian Rayment play “the twins” in this film, clad in white suits with white overcoats. A highway chase in this
film was shot by constructing 1.5 miles of road out of old runways. This film was the final appearance of Actor Gloria
Foster, who’s role as The Oracle was recast for the third film. That third film and this second film were released in the
same year and are sometimes considered to be one large film split in half. Along with The Oracle, other constructs are
introduced in this film including the key maker, the Merovingian, and The Architect. The monologue of the Architect at
the end of this film is often cited as one of the most confusing in cinema history. For 10 points, name this film which
continues the story of Neo, Trinity, and Morpheus. ANSWER: The Matrix: Reloaded

11. In a nod to another movie in the same franchise, this film features a brief shot of a Rabbit’s Foot keychain. A 10 minute
sequence in this film takes place during a production of Turnandot at an opera house in Vienna, after which the Austrian
chancellor is assassinated using a car bomb.  In the director’s commentary, it is revealed that Rebecca Fergeson wears a
yellow dress in that sequence because Paula Patton wore a green dress in the previous film, and Maggie Q wore a red
dress in the one before that. Sean Harris plays Solomon Lane in this film, the leader of an organization called the
Syndicate. At the end of this film, a character played by Alec Baldwin Becomes the secretary of the IMF, or the
Impossible Mission Force. For 10 points, name this installment in the Mission: Impossible franchise. ANSWER:
Mission Impossible 5: Rogue Nation

12. James Ransone’s character is never given a name and is credited in his first appearance as “Deputy So & So” and in this
film as “Ex-Deputy So&So.” Ethan Hawke did not reprise his role in this film since his character was killed with an axe
in the previous one. The iconic posters for this film and for its superior predecessor feature children painting a demonic
image on the walls with blood. That demon is named Pagul, who is able to possess depictions of himself and causes his
image to come alive on computer screens. This film cycles through multiple elaborate murders committed by children
against their families and captured on film reels, including a particularly disturbing one where rats are placed under
heated metal bowls until they chew through the stomachs of the victims. For 10 points, name this follow-up to Sinister.
ANSWER: Sinister 2

13. In a scene in a Taxi in this film, the title character explains to the audience that his previous film became the second
highest grossing R-Rated movie in the US, right behind Passion of the Christ. This film opens with its title character’s



attempted suicide, which fails due to the character’s seemingly limitless healing factor, which allows the character to
completely regrow his lower half after he is torn apart by Juggernaut later. In a cameo bit, the ensemble from another
franchise is shown deliberately avoiding the title character who always comments on their absence. For 10 points, name
the second outing of the red body condom clad superhero played by Ryan Reynolds. ANSWER : Deadpool 2

14. In the first act of this film, the lead is shot and falls off a bridge, which queues the credit sequence featuring a theme by
Adele. The main villain in this film enters with a monologue about how to train rats to cannibalize each other instead of
feeding on coconuts. Later that same villain reveals that much of his face has been burned away by hydrogen cyanide.
That villain was played by Javier Bardem. The title of this film refers to the childhood estate of the main character,
presumably from before he was orphaned. In a scene in a casino, a shot cuts to a bartender with a cocktail shaker
making a martini, referencing an iconic line from the franchise. For 10 points, name this Daniel Craig Bond Film, his
third. ANSWER: Skyfall

15. It’s not Live and Let Die, but the song “Live and Let Die” is featured in this film sung by a chorus of frogs mourning a
frog king Harold, who is voiced by John Cleese. Justin Timberlake plays Artie in this film, a teenage version of King
Arthur.  Defying the laws of biology, a dragon and a donkey produce multiple dragon-donkey babies who wreak havoc
in this film. One of the main antagonists of this film is Prince Charming, who attempts a coup d’etat of Far Far Away.
For 10 points, name this film where the titular character attempts to avoid inheriting a kingdom after the death of his
father-in-law. ANSWER: Shrek the Third

16. In this film, the crew of a certain ship violate the Prime Directive, causing the captain to be demoted to first officer. He
quickly becomes captain again after the death of his superior, Captain Pike. This sequel features the final film
appearance of actor Leonard Nimoy before his death in 2015, who was able to play the same character as another actor,
Zachary Quinto, due to a time-bending black hole established in the previous film. Khan, a character played by Benedict
Cumberbatch in this film, was previously played by Ricardo Monteban in another film in 1982. In one scene, the
character Spock must watch Kirk die of radiation poisoning before Kirk is revived using Khan’s super blood. For 10
points, name this sequel to the 2009 JJ Abrams reboot of a popular science fiction franchise. ANSWER: Star Trek:
Into Darkness

17. “Hollow Earth Theory,” the idea that the earth has hollow spaces underneath the crust where giant titans used to rest, is
canonically true in this film. From his earlier appearance in a film that was set on an island in the 1970s, one of the two
title characters has since been moved into an enclosure and is then taken onto an aircraft character where he can meet
his seabound rival. One of the three brains of Ghidora, a titan from the previous film, is somehow able to possess a
human character. Millie Bobby Brown reprises her role in this film as a teenager with an emotional attachment to a
certain kaiju. For 10 points, name this film where two rivals must put aside their differences to fight a “Mecha” version
of one of them. ANSWER: Godzilla vs. Kong.

18. The protagonist of this film has his finger bitten off, which turns out to be the key to defeating the main villain. This
film has been cited for its “multiple endings,” including the tearful goodbye as one character sails to the undying lands.
This film is one of two sequels to have won the “Best Picture” Oscar, the other being “The Godfather: Part II.” Some
famous lines from this film include “I am no man,” “I bid you stand, men of the west,” and “I can’t carry it for you, but
I can carry you.” Frodo and Sam are carried off mount doom by the eagles in this film, leading many to question why
the eagles weren’t used all along. For 10 points, name this third and final film in the Lord of the Rings trilogy.
ANSWER: Return of the King

19. Jacob Trembley has a brief role in this film as a little league player who is brutally murdered for his “Steam.” In a
flashback, a boy is seen riding a red tricycle through hallways over orange and red hexagonal carpeting. One character
is called a “Pusher” because she can compel anyone to do anything with her voice. Danny Torrence, played by Ewan
Mcgregor, is a “Shiner,” because he is able to intuit certain things that should be impossible for him to know. Danny
tells a bartender in one scene that he and his mother moved to Florida because they never wanted to see snow again
after what they went through in a hotel during a snowstorm. Henry Thomas plays a bartender in this film bearing a



remarkable resemblance to Jack Nicholson, who played Danny’s father in a previous film that died in said snow storm.
For 10 points, name this sequel to The Shining. ANSWER: Doctor Sleep

20. The amino acid deficiency set up in a previous film is explained away in this film to answer why the genetically
engineered beings didn’t simply die like they were supposed to after they were abandoned. This film has Doctor Ian
Malcom investigate a “Site B” commissioned by John Hammond. Malcolm and Dr. harding, played by Julienne Moore,
spend much of the film trying to care for a baby T-Rex with a broken leg.  In one scene in this film, velociraptors pick
off mercenaries one by one while racing through the tall grass of a field. In a brilliant business decision, the T-Rex
mother is brought to San Diego in this film and begins to destroy its way through the city. For 10 points, name this
second movie in the series about why a theme park with dinosaurs is a bad idea. ANSWER: Jurassic Park: The Lost
World


